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Abstract: “You just have to be patient”: Power, Agency and Resistance Among Domestic 
Workers in Maputo, Mozambique 

Nicknamed the patience industry, paid domestic work has become a hallmark of modern urban 
living in Mozambique. Amidst a crumbling public care system, domestic workers perform the 
reproductive and productive functions necessary to keep households running and the economy 
growing. Today, there are more than 39,000 registered domestic workers living in and around the 
city of Maputo--a 30 per cent increase in just 10 years--making it the most important occupation 
for urban women, after self-employment (INE 2007). Despite its importance, paid domestic work 
continues to be characterised by low wages, long hours, rigorous schedules, and vulnerability to 
abuse (Chipenembe 2010). This paper argues that a weak regulatory structure, combined with the 
precarious nature of Maputo’s labour market and entrenched power relations between workers 
and employers, mean that domestic workers exhibit high levels of accommodation or patience, 
preferring to wait for conditions to improve or better options to surface, than to make outright 
demands from employers. However, this paper also highlights the growing national movement 
for domestic workers’ rights—a movement affiliated to organized labour—whose strategies and 
tactics have evolved in response to the peculiarities of domestic work.  Back yard, taxi ranks and 
street corners have transformed into centers of mobilization and political education. Collective 
action has been redefined to include individual acts performed collectively.  Negotiating tactics 
have shifted, to emphasize dialogue and conciliation. While it is still too early to tell whether 
domestic workers will ultimately benefit, this case study illustrates the ways in unions are 
themselves sites of struggle between competing interests, and the critical role they plan in 
improving domestic workers' conditions. 

 


